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Abstract
We derive a product expansion of the exponential Lie series in terms of a Philip Hall basis for the Chen series
corresponding to the stochastic jump diusion as in Sussmann (in: C.I. Byrnes and A. Lindquist (Eds.), Theory and
Applications of Nonlinear Control Systems, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1986, pp. 323{335) for the deterministic case.
Based on the expansion, we establish the Stratonovich{Taylor{Hall (STH) schemes such that each scheme involves only
the minimum number of multiple stochastic integrals, which can be regarded as systems of stochastic dierential equations
and approximated by a lower order scheme with an appropriate step size to ensure the necessary accuracy. Mean-square
convergence of the STH schemes is shown and numerical examples are provided to illustrate the results. c© 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 65U05; secondary 60H10; 60J65; 60G55; 41A58
Keywords: Jump diusion; Multiple stochastic integral; Stratonovich-Taylor expansion; Exponential Lie series; Philip
Hall basis; Shue product; Mean square convergence
1. Introduction
Sussmann [18] expresses the Chen series as the innite product of the exponential Lie series in
terms of a Philip Hall basis for the Lie algebra generated by the ordinary dierential operators,
so that we can obtain numerical schemes of an appropriate order by truncating up to a certain
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number of terms of the exponential Lie series. This approach can be extended to the diusion case
as in [8,19]. In this paper, we would like to develop a new product expansion of the exponential
Lie series for jump diusions with a single Poisson noise while that with multi-Poisson noises is
expressed as shue products which implicitly represent the ordinary part of products of multiple
stochastic integrals. The algebraic structure of such type of multiple stochastic integrals with respect
to Brownian motions and Poisson processes is investigated in Li and Liu [7]. In this way, we
can construct the Stratonovich{Taylor{Hall (STH) schemes which are more ecient than those
Stratonovich{Taylor (ST) schemes as they involve only the minimum numbers of multiple stochastic
integrals, which can be regarded as systems of stochastic jump-diusion equations and approximated
by a lower order scheme with an appropriate step size to ensure necessary accuracy.
The asymptotic expansion of the exponential Lie series was developed in [1,2,5] while Castell and
Gaines [3] adopted this approach to substitute all the necessary multiple stochastic integrals by their
conditional expectation on the partition -eld of the Brownian motions and solved the resulting
ordinary dierential equations. Newton [12{14] established various asymptotically ecient schemes
as to minimize the leading mean-square errors in the power series of the step size. For the survey
of the numerical solution of the stochastic diusion equations, see [15,20] as well as [6,11].
Platen [16] developed Stratonovich{Taylor schemes for jump diusions while Maghsoodi and
Harris [9] treated the one dimensional case and only attained lower order convergence in proba-
bility since no high order multiple stochastic integrals were considered. The weak stochastic-Taylor
schemes were adopted in [10] and the rate of convergence of the weak Euler scheme was investigated
in Protter and Talay [17] for stochastic dierential equations (SDEs) driven by a Levy process.
Let (
;F; P) be the underlying complete probability space and fFt ; t>0g be a nondecreasing right
continuous family of complete sub--algebras of F. Consider a d-dimensional stochastic dierential
equation of the jump-diusion type













ci(s; Xs−) dNis (1.1)
with initial value X0: Wt = (W 1t ; : : : ; W
m
t ) is a standard m-dimensional Ft-adapted Brownian motion
and N 1t ; : : : ; N
p
t are independent Ft-adapted Poisson processes with intensities 1; : : : ; p, respectively,
so that f ~Nit = Nit − itg are Ft-martingale. We assume Wt and Nt = (N 1t ; : : : ; Npt ) are independent
with zero probability of simultaneous jumps. Here  denotes the Stratonovich calculus. a; bi and
cj are non-random d-dimensional vector functions with sucient smoothness. Suppose further that
ak(t; x); bk; i(t; x); ck; j(t; x); k =1; : : : ; d; i=1; : : : ; m; j=1; : : : ; p; satisfy the Lipschitz and the linear
growth conditions in x so that Eq. (1.1) has the unique solution on [t0; T ].
Let  = f−p; : : : ;−1; 0; 1; : : : ; mg; M = f= (1; : : : ; l): i 2  ; l>0g and  stands for the empty
index. For  2 M; jj denotes the length of ; kk= jj+ number of zero component of ; − and
− denote the remainder indices by deleting respectively the rst and the last component of  if
jj>1. For a square integrable Ft-adapted process ft , dene the multiple Stratonovich integrals J









s1    dZlsl ;
where dZis = dN
−i
s ; i < 0; dZ
0
s = ds and dZ
i
s = dWis ; i> 0: For brevity, denote J[1]; by J;;  or
simply by J if the interval under integration is understood in the context.
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Let the operators associated with the system (1.1) be

















(t; x); i = 1; : : : ; m:
(1.2)
Denote L= id, the identity operator, and L = L1L2   Ll : The Stratonovich{Taylor expansion for
the exact solution Xt of the jump diusions can be derived by the Ito’s rule, see [16].
Theorem 1.1. For any stopping times  and  such that t06<6T a.s.; we have
X = X +
X
2Ar
J; ; L(; X) +
X
2R(Ar)
J[L(; X:)]; a:s:; (1.3)
where Ar = f 2 M : kk62rg; R(Ar) = f 2 M n Ar: − 2 Arg and  is the identical mapping on
Rd.




J; tn; tn+1L(tn; Yn) (1.4)




J; tn; tn+1L(tn; Yn) + (L
I
0)
r+0:5(tn; Yn)(tn+1 − tn)r+0:5=(r + 0:5)!; (1.5)
where











J;; L; 06t0666T; (1.7)
with respect to the Brownian motion W and the Poisson process N over [; ].
2. Philip Hall basis
Let Br(L−p; : : : ; Lm) be the set of the formal brackets of L−p; : : : ; Lm with Lie bracket [A; B]=AB−
BA and M be the corresponding index set of the formal brackets of  : Denote L[; ] =[L; L]; ;  2
M: Similarly we can dene the degree jj and kk as those indices in M . Let MH M be a Philip
Hall set with the order 4 such that −p      −1  0  1      m and
(a)  MH ;
(b)    if jj< jj; ;  2MH ;
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(c) [; ] 2MH if and only if (i)   ; ;  2MH ;
(ii) either jj= 1 or  = [; ] with ;  2MH and  4 :
It is known that LH = fL:  2MHg forms an algebraic basis of the Lie algebra L(L−p; : : : ; Lm):




H with a total order 4 and M
(i)
H consists of elements of
degree i.
(a) M(1)H =  ; j1 4 j2 if j16j2:
(b) M(2)H = f[ j1; j2]: j1<j2; j1; j2 2  g; [ j1; j2] 4 [ j3; j4] if j1j26j3j4:
(c) M(3)H = f[ j1; [ j2; j3]]: j26j1; j1 2  ; [ j2; j3] 2M(2)H g;
[ j1; [ j2; j3]] 4 [ j4; [ j5; j6]] if j1j2j36j4j5j6:
(d) M(4;1)H = f[ j1; [ j2; [ j3; j4]]]: j26j1; j1 2  ; [ j2; [ j3; j4]] 2M(3)H g;
[ j1; [ j2; [ j3; j4]]] 4 [ j5; [ j6; [ j7; j8]]] if j1j2j3j46j5j6j7j8:
M(4;2)H = f[[ j1; j2]; [ j3; j4]]: j1j2<j3j4; [ j1; j2]; [ j3; j4] 2M(2)H g;
[[ j1; j2]; [ j3; j4]] 4 [[ j5; j6]; [ j7; j8]] if j1j2j3j46j5j6j7j8:
M(4)H =M
(4;1)
H [M(4;2)H ;    if  2M(4;1)H ;  2M(4;2)H :
(e) M(5;1)H = f[ j1; [ j2; [ j3; [ j4; j5]]]]: j26j1; j1 2  ; [ j2; [ j3; [ j4; j5]]] 2M(4;1)H g;
[ j1; [ j2; [ j3; [ j4; j5]]]] 4 [ j6; [ j7; [ j8; [ j9; j10]]]] if j1j2j3j4j5 6j6j7j8j9j10:
M(5;2)H = f[[ j1; j2]; [ j3; [ j4; j5]]]: [ j1; j2] 2M(2)H ; [ j3; [ j4; j5; ]] 2M(3)H g;
[[ j1; j2]; [ j3[ j4; j5]]] 4 [[ j6; j7]; [ j8[ j9; j10]]] if j1j2j3j4j56j6j7j8j9j10:
M(5)H =M
(5;1)
H [M(5;2)H ;    if  2 B(5;1);  2 B(5;2):
Note that j1j2    jl denotes the integer Plk=1ml−kjk as a (p+ m+ 1) adic number if all ji>0:
For jj> 1;  can be expressed uniquely as ad(1)j(2) with j2j = 1 or 2 = [3; 4]; 3  1:
Therefore we can dene the stochastic integral C;; =
R 
 c; ; t where c;; t is dened recursively by
c;; t = 1j!C
j
1 ; ; t−c2 ; ; t with ck; ; t = dZ
k
t :
3. Product expansion of exponential Lie series
We will extend the result in Sussmann [18] to express the Chen series as an innite product of
the exponential Lie series to jump diusions. For the single Poisson noise case, the expression is
more explicit while for the multi-Poisson noise case, the expression is more complicated and is in
terms of shue products.
3.1. The single Poisson noise case (p= 1)
Let eLk =  ln(1 + L−1); k =−1;Lk ; k = 0; : : : ; m (3.1)
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The arrow indicates the order of the factors appearing from the right to the left according to 4. We
state the following adjoint representation of Lie algebra without proof.











The following theorem is the extension of the result in [18] to the jump-diusion case, see also
[8,19] for the diusion case.
Theorem 3.2. The Chen series has a product expansion of the exponential Lie series of the form
(3:2); i.e. S; = P;:
Proof. Let f1; 2; : : :g be the indices in MH ordered by 4. Dene G0 = f1; 2; : : : ; m+2g =
f−1; 0; : : : ; mg and Gj = f(adj)k():  2 Gj−1nfjg; k>0g; j>1: Let S1; t = S; t : It follows from




2G0 c;;tL: Let S
2
; t = S
1
; texp(−C−1;;teL−1): Applying the Ito’s
rule, we have





c;;tLexp(−C−1;;teL−1) + f(S1; t− + S1; t−L−1)





+S1; t−f(1 + L−1)exp(−eL−1)− 1gexp(−C−1;;t−eL−1)dN 1t







by the adjoint representation. For k>2, assume






and let Sk+1; t = S
k
; texp(−Ck ;;teLk ): Since Ck ;;t ; k>2; are continuous,





c;;teLexp(−Ck ;;teLk )− Sk; tck ;;teLkexp(−Ck ;;teLk )
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by the adjoint representation. We have Eq. (3.3) for k>2 by induction. Thus Sk; t = id+R
k








is a series of terms from the index k 2 Gk−1; so that







exp(Ci;;teLi) + Rk; t  Y
16i6k−1
exp(Ci; ; teLi):
Consequently we know that all the terms of S; t up to index k−1 are equal to those terms of P; t
and so the result follows.






r+0:5; r = half -integer;
r; r = integer;
where tn=tn+1−tn: Then the Stratonovich{Taylor{Hall (STH) scheme of an integer or a half-integer
order r is
Yn+1 = r (Pn)(tn; Yn) (3.4)




tn+1−Witn ; N in=Nitn+1−Nitn ; Zin=N−in ; i < 0; Z0n=tn; Zin=
W in; i> 0; C;n=C;tn;tn+1 and J;n= J; tn; tn+1 . The explicit expression of r(Pn) corresponding to the




















1:5(Pn) = 1:0(Pn) +
X
j26j1 ; j2<j3















tnW j1n Lj1L0 + C[0; j1]; n[L0; Lj1 ] +
X
j2<j3
Wj1n C[ j2 ; j3]; n[Lj2 ; Lj3 ]Lj1
)
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+tnN 1n L0L−1 + C[−1;0]; n[L−1; L0] +
X
j1<j2




















C[−1; j]; n[L2−1; Lj]; (3.7)








fj2j3 (2 + j1j2 + j3j4)!


























fWjnC[−1;0]; n[L−1; L0]Lj + N 1n C[0; j]; n[L0; Lj]L−1
+C[ j;[−1;0]]; n[Lj; [L−1; L0]]g








n C[ j3 ; j4];n[Lj3 ; Lj4 ]Lj2Lj1
+
X
j1<j2 ; j3<j4 ; j1j26j3j4
1
(1 + j1j3j2j4)!
C[ j1 ; j2];nC[ j3 ; j4];n[Lj3 ; Lj4 ][Lj1 ; Lj2 ]
+
X
j1 6=0; j36j2 ; j3<j4




C[ j1 ;[ j2 ;[ j3 ; j4]]];n[Lj1 ; [Lj2 ; [Lj3 ; Lj4 ]]]
+
X
j1<j2 ; j3<j4 ; j1j2<j3j4





























































fZj2n C[−1; j1]; n[L2−1; Lj1 ]Lj2 + C[ j2 ;[−1; j1]]; n[Lj2 ; [L2−1; Lj1 ]]g
− 1
2





C[−1; j]; n[L3−1; Lj]: (3.8)
Note. All the summation indices are excluded from zero.
3.2. The multi-Poisson noise case (p> 1)
In general the product expansion of the exponential Lie series for the Chen series is very com-
plicated and cannot be expressed in terms of ~L as in Eq. (3.2). However, the Chen series can
be expressed as shue products of the exponential Lie series. The algebraic structure of multiple
stochastic integrals related to shue products is illustrated in Li and Liu [7].
For = (1; : : : ; l) and  = (1; : : : ; k) in M , dene the shue product
J ? J = (J− ? J)  J(l) + (J ? J−)  J(k );
where J  J = J and  denotes the concatenation of  and . Then the shue product is
commutative and associative. The usual product
JJ = J ? J + J}J






i;j(JLi JLj )  J(i)  (JRi ? JRj );
where i; j=1; i= j< 0 and i; j=0 otherwise; Li and 
R
i are, respectively, the left and right indices
of the component i such that  = Li (i)
R
i : Observe that the shue product contains those terms
of the degree jj+ jj while the } product involves those terms of lower degree. Thus for  2M;








where jj= jj;  2 F1 and jj< jj;  2 F2; a 2 Q. Denote C? =
P
2F1 a J; the principal part
of C; i.e., we may regard c?j symbolically as the ordinary part of the dierential operator cj so that
c?j ’s comply with the ordinary dierential rule. From [18], we have the following result.
Theorem 3.3. The Chen series has a shue product expansion of the exponential Lie series in





where ? denotes the shue product in any product expression.
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The STH schemes of an integer or a half-integer order is still expressed as Eq. (3.4). After












where Bk = ff(i; qi)gMH  Z+: Pi>1 qikik = kg: We list all possible shue products up to
the degree 4 in terms of the usual products as follows:
(Zj)?2 = (Zj)2 − (Zj); j < 0;
(Zj)?3 = (Zj)3 − 3(Zj)2 + 2Zj; j< 0;
(Zj1)?2 ?Zj2 = (Zj1)2Zj2 − Zj1Zj2 ; j1< 0; j2 6= j1;
(Zj)?4 = (Zj)4 − 6(Zj)3 + 11(Zj)2 − 6Zj; j< 0;
(Zj1)?3 ?Zj2 = (Zj1)3Zj2 − 3(Zj1)2Zj2 + 2Zj1Zj2 ; j1< 0; j2 6= j1;
(Zj1)?2 ? (Zj2)?2 = (Zj1)2(Zj2)2 − (Zj1)2Zj2 − Zj1 (Zj2)2 + Zj1Zj2 ;
j1; j2< 0; j1 6= j2;
(Zj1)?2 ?Zj2 ?Zj3 = (Zj1)2Zj2Zj3 − Zj1Zj2Zj3 ;
j1< 0; j2 6= j1; j3 6= j1; (j3 6= j2 or j3 = j2> 0);
Zj1 ?C?[ j1 ; j2] = Z
j1C[ j1 ; j2] − C[ j1 ; j2]; j1< 0; j2>j1;
Zj2 ?C?[ j1 ; j2] = Z
j2C[ j1 ; j2] − C[ j1 ; j2]; j1<j2< 0;
(Zj1)?2 ?C?[ j1 ; j2] = (Z
j1)2C[ j1 ; j2] − 2Zj1C[ j1 ; j2] + 2C[ j1 ; j2]; j1< 0; j2>j1;
(Zj2)?2 ?C?[ j1 ; j2] = (Z
j2)2C[ j1 ; j2] − 2Zj2C[ j1 ; j2] + 2C[ j1 ; j2]; j1<j2< 0;
Zj1 ?Zj2 ?C?[ j1 ; j2] = Z
j1Zj2C[ j1 ; j2] − Zj1C[ j1 ; j2] − Zj2C[ j1 ; j2] + 2C[ j1 ;[ j1 ; j2]];
j1<j2< 0;
(Zj3)?2 ?C?[ j1 ; j2] = (Z
j3)2C[ j1 ; j2] − Zj3C[ j1 ; j2]; j1<j2; j3< 0; j3 62 fj1; j2g;
Zj1 ?Zj3 ?C?[ j1 ; j2] = Z
j1Zj3C[ j1 ; j2] − Zj3C[ j1 ; j2];
j1< 0; j2>j1; j3 6= j1; (j3 6= j2 or j3 = j2> 0);
Zj2 ?Zj3 ?C?[ j1 ; j2] = Z
j2Zj3C[ j1 ; j2] − Zj3C[ j1 ; j2]; j1<j2< 0; j3 62 fj1; j2g;
(C?[ j1 ; j2])
?2 = (C[ j1 ; j2])
2 − 2Zj2C[ j1 ; j2] + 2C[ j2 ; [ j1 ; j2]] − 2C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] + 2C[ j1 ; j2]; j1<j2< 0;
C?[ j1 ; j2] ?C
?
[ j1 ; j3] = C[ j1 ; j2]C[ j1 ; j3] − Zj2C[ j1 ; j3] − Zj3C[ j1 ; j2] + C[ j2 ; [ j1 ; j3]] + C[ j3 ; [ j1 ; j2]];
j1< 0; j2>j1; j3>j1; (j3 6= j2 or j3 = j2> 0);
C?[ j1 ; j2] ?C
?
[ j2 ; j3] = C[ j1 ; j2]C[ j2 ; j3] − Zj3C[ j1 ; j2] + C[ j3 ; [ j1 ; j2]]; j1<j2<j3; j2< 0;
C?[ j1 ; j3] ?C
?
[ j2 ; j3] = C[ j1 ; j3]C[ j2 ; j3] − C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]]; j1<j3< 0; j2<j3; j2 6= j1;
C?[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] = C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] −
1
2
C[ j1 ; j2]; j1< 0; j2>j1;
Zj1 ?C?[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] = Z
j1C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] −
1
2
Zj1C[ j1 ; j2] − 2C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] + C[ j1 ; j2]; j1< 0; j2>j1;
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Zj1 ?C?[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j1]] = Z
j1C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j1]] − 2C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j1]]; j2<j1< 0;
Zj2 ?C?[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] = Z
j2C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] −
1
2
Zj2C[ j1 ; j2] − C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] +
1
2
C[ j1 ; j2]; j1<j2< 0;
Zj3 ?C?[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] = Z
j3C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] −
1
2
Zj3C[ j1 ; j2];
j1< 0; j2>j1; j3 6= j1; (j3 6= j2 or j3 = j2> 0);
Zj1 ?C?[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]] = Z
j1C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]] − C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]]; j2<j1< 0; j3>j2; j3 6= j1;
Zj2 ?C?[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]] = Z
j2C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]] − C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]]; j2< 0; j1>j2; j3>j2;
Zj3 ?C?[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]] = Z
j3C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]] − C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]]; j2<j3< 0; j1>j2; j1 6= j3;
C?[ j1 ; [ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]]] = C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]]] − C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; j2]] +
1
3
C[ j1 ; j2]; j1< 0; j2>j1;
C?[ j1 ; [ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]]] = C[ j1 ; [ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]]] −
1
2
C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]]; j2<j1< 0; j3>j2;
C?[ j1 ; [ j2 ; [ j2 ; j3]]] = C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; [ j2 ; j3]]] −
1
2
C[ j1 ; [ j2 ; j3]]; j2< 0; j1>j2; j3>j2;
C?[[ j1 ; j2]; [ j1 ; j3]] = C[[ j1 ; j2]; [ j1 ; j3]] − Zj3C[ j1 ; j2] + C[ j3 ; [ j1 ; j2]]; j1< 0; j3>j2>j1;
C?[[ j1 ; j2]; [ j2 ; j3]] = C[[ j1 ; j2]; [ j2 ; j3]] − Zj3C[ j1 ; j2] + C[ j3 ;[ j1 ; j2]]; j2< 0; j1<j2<j3:
Remark. All the other forms of shue products of degrees less than or equal to 4 will be the
same as the usual products. Eqs. (3:5){(3:8) may also be obtained from Eq. (3:10) with p = 1
using the above shue product relation.
4. Mean-square convergence
The evaluation of multiple stochastic integrals is necessary to obtain a high order approximation.
For the diusion case, Milstein [11], Kloeden and Platen [6] suggest the Fourier series approach
while Gaines and Lyons [4] apply the Marsaglia rectangle-wedge-tail method to generate stochastic
area Ito integrals which is not easy to generalize in higher dimensions.
In order to refer to the common interval [0; 1] of the integration, we make the change of variables
V jt =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
N−j+t(−); j < 0;
+ t(− )
−  ; j = 0;
W j+t(−)
(− )1=2 ; j > 0:
(4.1)
Then V jt ; j = 1; : : : ; m are independent standard Brownian motions and V
−j
t ; j = 1; : : : ; p; are inde-
pendent Poisson processes with intensities j( − ) on [0; 1]: We may simulate V−jt on [0; 1] by
scaling appropriately in time the Poisson process V−j~t with time scale et=j(−) and unit intensity
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on [0; j(− )]. Thus
J;;  = (− )kbk=2J V;0;1; (4.2)
C;;  = (− )kbk=2CV;0;1; (4.3)
where b denotes the remainder index by deleting all negative components; J V and CV are the multiple
stochastic integrals with respect to V as J and C with respect to Z . We will regard Eqs. (4.2) and
(4.3) as systems of stochastic dierential equations and solve them by the STH0.5 (Euler) scheme
with a maximum step size h=2r+1−kbk or 2r+1−kbk on [0; 1] so as to have an order r convergence.
Theorem 4.1 (r =integer or half-integer). Let Yn be the approximate solution obtained by Eqs.
(1:4); (1:5) or (3:4) and Xn be the exact solution of (1:1) at tn; respectively. Suppose all the
partial derivatives of ak(t; x); bk; i(t; x) and ck; j(t; x) with respect to t up to order r or r +0:5 if r is
a half-integer and x up to order 2r + 1 respectively are continuous and locally bounded in x 2 Rd
and each t 2 [t0; T ]; ak(t; x); bk; i(t; x) and ck; j(t; x) are at most of locally linear growth in x 2 Rd
for each t 2 [t0; T ]: If EfkX0 − Y0k2jFt0g = O(2r) and all necessary multiple stochastic integrals
J or C are approximated by the STH0.5 scheme with a maximum step size h = 2r+1−kbk or
2r+1−kbk on [0; 1]; then
(EfkXn − Ynk2jFt0g)1=26C(r; T; d; X0)r (4.4)
locally up to n6T= for some constant C(r; T; d; X0):













where ~1 ;0 = 1; 1> 0 and ~1 ;0 = 0 otherwise. Repeatedly applying Eq. (4.5), we have the sec-
ond moment estimate of all multiple stochastic integrals in the scheme. The rest of the proof is
straightforward and is similar to the diusion case.
5. Numerical implementation
Before implementing the discretization schemes, the multiple stochastic integrals can be computed
o line according to Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3). Once the approximate values of multiple stochastic integrals
with respect to a large amount of Brownian and Poisson paths are stored in an accessible library,
we can import them from the library whenever we need to implement any high order schemes. In
this way, it will save much computing work after approximating many systems.
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Example 5.1. Consider the following stochastic Ginzburg{Landau equation driven by a jump-diusion
noise
dXt = (−X 3t + Xt=2) dt + Xt  dWt + Xt dNt (5.1)
with the exact solution
Xt =
X0 expft=2 +Wt + (ln 2)Ntg
(1 + 2X 20
R t
0 exp(s+ 2Ws + 2(ln 2)Ns) ds)
1=2
: (5.2)
The STH0.5, ST1.0, STH1.0, ST1.5 and STH1.5 schemes for (5.1) are, respectively, as follows:
Yn+1 = Yn + (−Y 3n + Yn)tn + YnWn + YnNn; (5.3)
Yn+1 = Yn + (−Y 3n + Yn=2)tn + YnWn + YnNn
+YnfJ(−1;−1); n + J(−1;1); n + J(1;−1); n + J(1;1); ng; (5.4)
Yn+1 = Yn + (−Y 3n + Yn=2)tn + YnWn + YnNn
+Ynf(Nn)2=2− Nn=2 + WnNn + (Wn)2=2g; (5.5)
Yn+1 = Yn + (−Y 3n + Yn=2)tn + YnWn + YnNn
+YnfJ(−1;−1); n + J(−1;1); n + J(1;−1); n + J(1;1); ng
+(−Y 3n + Yn=2)J(0;−1); n + (−7Y 3n + Yn=2)J(−1;0); n
+(−Y 3n + Yn=2)J(0;1); n + (−3Y 3n + Yn=2)J(1;0); n
+YnfJ(−1;−1;−1); n + J(−1;−1;1); n + J(−1;1;−1); n + J(1;−1;−1); n
+ J(−1;1;1); n + J(1;−1;1); n + J(1;1;−1); n + J(1;1;1); ng
+(3Y 5n − 7Y 3n + Yn)(tn)2=2; (5.6)
Yn+1 = Yn + (−Y 3n + Yn=2)tn + YnWn + YnNn
+Ynf(Nn)2=2− Nn=2 + WnNn + (Wn)2=2g
+(−Y 3n + Yn=2)tnNn − 6Y 3n C[−1;0]
+ (−3Y 3n + Yn=2)tnWn + 2Y 3n C[0;1]
+Ynf(Nn)3=6− (Nn)2=2 + Nn=3 + Wn(Nn)2=2
+Nn(Wn)2=2− WnNn=2 + (Wn)3=6g
+(3Y 5n − 7Y 3n + Yn)(tn)2=2: (5.7)
The schemes ST1.0 and ST1.5 involve, respectively, 4 and 16 distinct multiple stochastic integrals
to be approximated while the schemes STH1.0 and STH1.5 involve respectively 0 and 2 distinct
multiple stochastic integrals so that the STH schemes will save more computing time than those ST
schemes particularly for high order schemes.
In Fig. 1, we plot the approximations using the STH schemes of the order 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5,
respectively, with the step size =2−4 and the exact solution X of Eq. (5.2) along a Brownian path
and a Poisson path. The approximation using the STH0.5 scheme diverges very far away from the
exact solution after time t = 2:7 while that using the STH1.0 scheme still does not converge very
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Fig. 1. Exact solution and approximations by STH schemes with = 2−4.
Table 1 P j(X5:0 − YK)=X5:0j=1000
−log2() STH0.5 ST1.0 STH1.0 ST1.5 STH1.5
2 1.117858 0.991177 0.966794 1.376278 0.214447
3 0.618411 0.501596 0.489133 0.466588 0.062548
4 0.479329 0.221514 0.213749 0.217543 0.027051
5 0.291707 0.117271 0.112393 0.103632 0.010045
6 0.211376 0.062888 0.063115 0.048818 0.003647
7 0.148874 0.028506 0.028493 0.022386 0.001069
8 0.071621 0.014376 0.014648 0.012075 0.000327
9 0.062520 0.007904 0.008191 0.005500 0.000128
well after t = 3 and the result using the high order STH1.5 scheme appears much better even for a
coarse step size.
In Table 1, we list the relative average error of 1000 approximate solutions YK; K=5:0= at T=5:0
using various ST and STH schemes with step sizes  ranging from 2−2 to 2−9: The step size should
be rened for lower order schemes to maintain the same accuracy as that for higher order schemes.
For instance, to obtain a relative average accuracy of one decimal place, the step size for schemes
STH0.5, STH1.0 (ST1.0) and STH1.5 (ST1.5) are at most 2−9; 2−6(2−6) and 2−3(2−6), respectively.
Note that the approximations using the STH schemes are of a relatively better accuracy in average
than those using the ST schemes of the same order since the roundo errors of the STH schemes
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are less than those of the ST schemes. This is due to the fact that the number of multiple stochastic
integrals is reduced to the minimum in the STH schemes.
Example 5.2. Consider the following two-dimensional system of jump diusion.
dX 1t = X
1
t  dW 1t + X 2t  dW 2t + X 2t−dN 1t ;
dX 2t = X
2
t  dW 1t + X 1t−dN 2t :
(5.8)
The STH0.5, ST1.0, STH1.0, ST1.5 and STH1.5 are, respectively, as follows.
Y 1n+1 = Y
1
n (1 + W
1













n (1 + W
1
n + tn=2);
Y 1n+1 = Y
1
n f1 + W 1n + J(1;1); n + J(−2;−1); n + J(−2;2); ng
+Y 2n fW 2n + N 2n + J(2;1); n + J(−1;1); n + J(1;2); n + J(1;−1); ng; (5.10)
Y 2n+1 = Y
1
n fN 1n + J(−2;1); n + J(1;−2); ng
+Y 2n f1 + W 1n + J(1;1); n + J(2;−2); n + J(−1;−2); ng;
Y 1n+1 = Y
1
n f1 + W 1n + (W 1n )2=2 + C[−2;−1]; n + C[−2;2]; ng
+Y 2n fN 2n + W 2n + N 1n W 1n + W 1n W 2n g; (5.11)
Y 2n+1 = Y
1
n fN 1n + N 2n W 1n g+ Y 2n f1 + W 1n + N 2n W 2n + N 2n N 1n
+(W 1n )
2=2− C[−2;−1]; n − C[−2;2]; n − C[−1;2]; ng;
Y 1n+1 = Y
1
n f1 + W 1n + J(1;1); n + J(−2;−1); n + J(−2;2); n + J(1;1;1); n
+J(−2;2;1); n + J(−2;1;2); n + J(−2;−1;1); n + J(1;−2;2); n
+J(−2;1;−1); n + J(1;−2;−1); n + (tn)2=8g
+Y 2n fW 2n + N 2n + J(2;1); n + J(−1;1); n + J(1;2); n + J(1;−1); n
+J(2;−2;2); n + J(−1;1;1); n + J(1;2;1); n + J(1;−1;1); n + J(1;1;−1); n
+J(2;1;1); n + J(1;1;2); n + J(−1;−2;2); n + J(2;−2;−1); n + J(−1;−2;−1); ng; (5.12)
Y 2n+1 = Y
1
n fN 1n + J(−2;1); n + J(1;−2); n + J(−2;1;1); n + J(1;−2;1); n
+ J(1;1;−2); n + J(−2;2;−2); n + J(−2;−1;−2); ng
+Y 2n f1 + W 1n + J(−1;−2); n + J(2;−2); n + J(1;1); n + J(1;1;1); n
+ J(2;−2;1); n + J(−1;−2;1); n + J(2;1;−2); n + J(−1;1;−2); n
+ J(1;2;−2); n + J(1;−1;−2); n + (tn)2=8g;
Y 1n+1 = Y
1
n f1 + W 1n + (W 1n )2=2 + C[−2;−1]; n + C[−2;2]; n + (W 1n )3=6
+W 1n C[−2;2]; n + W
1
n C[−2;−1]; n + (tn)
2=8g
+Y 2n fN 1n + W 2n + N 1n W 1n + W 1n W 2n + C[−2;1]; n
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Fig. 2. Approximations of X 1t by STH schemes with = 2
−3.
−N 1n C[−2;1]; n − N 1n C[−2;2]; n + 2C[−1; [−2;1]]; n + 2C[2; [−2;1]]; n
+2C[−1; [−2;2]]; n + W 2n (N
1
n )
2=2− W 2n N 1n =2
+2C[2; [−2;2]]; n − W 2n C[−2;2]; n + N 1n (W 1n )2=2g; (5.13)
Y 2n+1 = Y
1
n fN 2n + N 2n W 1n + N 2n (N 1n )2=2 + N 2n C[−2;−1]; n
− 2C[−2; [−2;1]]; n + N 2n C[−2;2]; n − 2C[−2; [−2;2]]; ng
+Y 2n f1 + W 1n + (W 1n )2=2 + N 2n N 1n − C[−2;−1]; n
+N 2n W
2





n − W 1n C[−2;2]; n + (W 1n )3=6 + (tn)3=8g:
The STH1.5 scheme (5.13) involves only 6 distinct multiple stochastic integrals of the degree 3
while the ST1.5 scheme (5.12) involves 28 distinct multiple stochastic integrals of the same degree.
Hence the STH schemes are more ecient than those ST schemes in higher dimensions.
In Fig. 2, the approximations Y 1 of the rst component of the solution X of Eq. (5.8) using
various STH schemes of the order 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 are plotted with  = 2−3: The result using the
STH0.5 (Euler) scheme is completely inaccurate after time t=4 and that using the STH1.0 scheme
is still worse after t=6 while that using the STH1.5 scheme is better when compared with the results
using various STH schemes of the order 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 with step sizes =2−15; 2−8; 2−5, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 3.
In Table 2, we list the average of successive errors of the rst component Y 1;K ; K = 10:0=; at
T=10:0 of the approximations using the STH schemes of the order 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 with successive step
sizes  ranging from 2−3 to 2−9: The result using the STH0.5 scheme seems to have an accuracy
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Fig. 3. Approximations of X 1t by STH schemes with better accuracy.
Table 2 P jY 1;K − Y 1;2K j=1000
−log2() STH0.5 ST1.0 STH1.0 ST1.5 STH1.5
3 0.034095 0.009888 0.011365 0.003482 0.003141
4 0.021090 0.005274 0.004393 0.002023 0.001150
5 0.013925 0.004660 0.004293 0.001179 0.001291
6 0.003204 0.000465 0.001396 0.000827 0.002879
7 0.001399 0.000689 0.000867 0.000190 0.000245
8 0.003110 0.000628 0.000738 0.000121 0.000270
9 0.003803 0.000297 0.000477 0.000107 0.000189
of two decimal places only while that using the STH1.0 (ST1.0) and STH1.5 (ST1.5) schemes have
an accuracy of three decimal places with step sizes 62−9 and 62−7, respectively.
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